Effects of context and inversion were studied in face matching tasks by measuring proportion correct as a function of exposure duration. Subjects were instructed to attend either internal features (task A) or external features (task B) and matched two consecutive face stimuli, which included either congruent, incongruent, or no facial context features. In congruent contexts matching performance rose fast and took very similar courses for both types of facial features. With no contexts internal and external features were found to be matched at an equal speed, while incongruent contexts seriously delayed matching performance for internal, but not for external features. Analysing the effects of context and inversion showed strong interactions with time scale and the features to be attended. At brief timings effects of inversion and context were strong for both feature types. At longer exposure durations there were pronounced effects of inversion and context for internal features while for external features inversion effects were absent and context effects at just moderate degrees. Moreover, deteriorating effects of incongruent contexts, which were strong at brief timings, were attenuated at longer exposure durations, while facilitative effects of congruent contexts resided at high levels. These findings indicate that global and holistic processing modes dominate the early epoch of the face specific visual response, but can be replaced by modes that allow observers to regulate contextual influences and to access facial features more focused when the first 200 ms have passed.
Introduction
Humans can easily distinguish faces, recognize them as known or unknown, as happy or sad, as friend or enemy. Even more amazing than our ability to ''read" peoples' faces and their emotional or motivational meanings is that we are able to do this immediately and effortlessly. The sources of information that underlie this ability and the ways they interact are in the focus of current debate. Consensus is reached that there are at least two classes of information, featural and configural, each providing a relevant contribution to what we refer to when we are aware of a human face. Facial ''features", understood as isolated and more or less independent facial parts (i.e. hair, brow, eyes, nose, mouth, cheeks, and chin), can be easily distinguished, and seem to be weighted differently, where hair, face outline, eyes and mouth are usually considered as determining perception and memory of faces (Fraser, Craig, & Parker, 1990; McKelvie, 1976; Shepherd, Davies, & Ellis, 1981) . Internal features (eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth) are particularly focused, being fixated first and attracting most of the gaze time in scan path measurements with human faces, while external features (face outline, hairs, and ears) are seemingly not in the focus of active viewing (Henderson, Falk, Minut, Dyer, & Mahadevan, 2001; Williams & Henderson, 2007) .
Configural information conveyed by a particular spatial arrangement of features is characteristic of faces as a homogenous class of objects sharing the same kind of feature information in prototypical arrangement (i.e. eyes are always above nose, nose is above mouth etc., referred to as ''1st order relations", see Maurer, Le Grand, & Mondloch, 2002) . The small variations in the spatial distances between the facial features (''2nd order relations", ibid.) are unique for each face, and strongly determine facial appearance (Diamond & Carey, 1986; Rhodes, 1988) .
Although there is a general agreement that featural and configural information are relevant and processed by the visual system, current approaches differ in what they assume about the involved processing steps and their temporal order in the stream of face perception. Holistical approaches, in their original formulation, propose a simultaneous and highly dependent processing of both featural and configural facial properties (Ellis, 1975; Tanaka & Farah, 1993) . The major assumption of the holistical approach is that facial features are not encoded and represented independently from each other, but together form a 0042-6989/$ -see front matter Ó 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.visres.2010.05.018 ''Gestalt" as the smallest perceptual unit (Farah, Wilson, Drain, & Tanaka, 1995; Tanaka & Farah, 1993) . Matching isolated facial features against such a ''template" should therefore only be possible with moderate accuracy. Interchanging facial contexts or replacing the lower or the upper face half should seriously affect recognition or matching performance, because the observer is expected to be unable to pay attention to just one face half, tending to see each face composite as a unified ''whole". Indeed, the composite effect is a striking demonstration of the strong perceptual interdependence of face parts (Young et al., 1987) . However, when turned upside down, perceptual fusion of both halves fades, and it is possible to selectively attend upper and lower face half relatively independent of each other (Hole, 1994; Le Grand et al., 2004) . Apparently, the holistic processing mode is bound to the natural upright orientation of facial stimuli (Rossion & Gauthier, 2002; Rossion, 2008) .
Regarding the temporal aspects of feature integration it is assumed that facial features and their relationships are perceptually available at one moment in time. However, since there is a temporal evolution of the visual representation, refinements of the approach propose a ''microgenesis" of holistic face perception, assuming that at each moment in time there is a representation of a whole face, but a different resolution levels, proceeding from coarse to fine (Sergent, 1986) . Hence, it is maintained that a face representation is never part-wise -all face parts are tightly integrated, starting with global shape and spatial layout and only rudimentary detail levels particularly of the internal features, then becoming progressively refined and enriched to contain finer detail level features in the further course of time. Since the assumption that large scale information precedes fine scale information in the stream of processing while face representations stay holistic at each resolution level implies that low spatial frequency information contains relevant configural cues sufficient to integrate all face parts there were efforts to compare configural judgements across spatial frequency ranges (Goffaux, Hault, Michel, Vuong, & Rossion, 2005; Goffaux & Rossion, 2006) . While the conclusions about the particular spatial frequency range which supports configural judgements best are somewhat controversial (Cheung, Richler, Palmeri, & Gauthier, 2008) , the results clearly show that configural judgements are possible with low spatial frequency information, even though at moderate performance levels (see Section 4). As more direct evidence for early holistic processing it was found recently with the composite face paradigm that a congruence effect emerges early, starting with the first milliseconds of processing, and resides for the whole time course until performance has settled to stable values at exposure durations of 200 ms and beyond (Richler, Mack, Gauthier, & Palmeri, 2009 ). Also results from event related potentials point to early holistic face processing (Jacques, Arripe, & Rossion, 2007; Jacques & Rossion, 2009) . However, at the time there is no direct support for a coarse to fine continuum of holistical face perception in the temporal evolution of face perception.
Other approaches, stressing either configural or featural information, suggest more or less independent processing stages with different weighting of the two sources of information (Bartlett & Searcy, 1993; Diamond & Carey, 1986; Macho & Leder, 1998; Rhodes, Brake, & Atkinson, 1993; Searcy & Bartlett, 1996; Tversky & Krantz, 1969; Walker-Smith, 1978) . It is claimed that different stimulus aspects are processed at different moments in time, accumulating the final perceptual result. In feature based approaches facial feature processing is conceived as being fast, preceding configural information which binds the parts into perceptual wholes (Bachmann, 1991; Carbon & Leder, 2005; Macho & Leder, 1998) . This leans on traditional theories of vision, which assume a part or feature based analysis stage in distal areas of the visual system as coming first, with immediate and effortless feature registration, while registering relationships among features is conceived to occur at later stages which require allocation of resources, and, therefore, time (Biederman, 1987; Marr, 1982; Treisman & Gelade, 1980) .
In an interesting face recognition experiment Carbon and Leder (2005) used familiar faces and ''thatcherised" versions of these faces, with eyes and mouth 180°rotated within the face. The latter kind of stimuli appear deranged, evoking the impression of grotesqueness. However, when turned upside down, they appear as rather normal faces, and the distorted configural relationships are noticed only by detailed inspection (Bartlett & Searcy, 1993; Thompson, 1980) . This has prompted the interpretation that processing of configural information is disrupted in inverted faces, letting the observer rely on just featural information in his judgements (Bartlett & Searcy, 1993; Bartlett, Searcy, & Abdi, 2003; Leder & Bruce, 1998 Leder, Candrian, Huber, & Bruce, 2001; Rhodes et al., 1993; Rossion & Boremanse, 2008; Searcy & Bartlett, 1996) . Now, Carbon and Leder (2005) compared recognition performance of normal and thatcherised faces, both turned upside down (inverted). They found that at brief presentation times (26 ms, masked) subjects performed better with inverted thatcherised faces than with inverted normal faces. At more relaxed timings (200 ms, masked) the effect reversed, and subjects were better with inverted normal faces. Performance with inverted thatcherised faces was constant across presentation times. Just performance with inverted normal faces improved at the relaxed timing. As an interpretation the authors proposed that different kinds of information are available at different moments in time. At brief timings configural information has not yet established, and the observer relies just on featural information. Since eyes and mouth are in their normal orientation in thatcherised inverted faces, a match of these is fast and accurate. Later, configural information adds, however, leading to improvement of just the intact facial stimuli (Carbon & Leder, 2005) .
Although tempting, the conclusion that featural information precedes configural information in the task at hand hinges on several assumptions. First, it is assumed that a face inversion effect (FIE) exists for isolated features at brief timings, since the advantage of thatcherised faces at brief timings is explained with a FIE for eyes and mouth. Indeed, there is some evidence for a FIE with isolated facial features (Barton, Keenan, & Bass, 2001; Malcolm, Leung, & Barton, 2005; Rakover & Teucher, 1997) . However, the timing prerequisites of this effect are not yet clear. As shown by a control experiment, the advantage of thatcherised faces at brief timings was only present with whole faces, but vanished when sets of internal features were used (Carbon & Leder, 2005) . Within the authors' reasoning this result is unexpected and raises problems for the explanation of a featural temporal precedence over configural information.
Apparently, the featural/configural and the holistic account of face perception come to very different conclusions about the temporal evolution of facial representations. The featural/configural account, assuming that both kinds of information are separately represented, states that there is a temporal precedence of early featural information over configural information. Therefore, any test for configural sensitivity in face perception should fail at brief timings, and indicate an interdependence of face parts only at longer viewing times when configural information is expected to have established. In contrast, the microgenesis account of holistic face perception predicts that any test of perceptual interdependence should indicate that different face parts interact from the beginning, at both brief and longer viewing times. At the time the theory is not elaborated such as to predict whether the configural load of holistic representations should increase or decrease with time. Therefore, studying the perceptual dependency of face parts across the time continuum could help to decide among both alternative concepts of face perception, and could help to further elaborate the holistic approach.
Research on the differential effects of external or internal features in recognition and matchings tasks has shown that performance with external features is generally less affected by inversion (Barton et al., 2001; Malcolm et al., 2005; Meinhardt-Injac, Meinhardt, & Schwaninger, 2009; Moscovitch & Moscovitch, 2000; Nachson & Shechory, 2002; Phillips, 1979; Rakover & Teucher, 1997; Rhodes et al., 1993; Winocur, & Behrmann, 1997) . Moreover, there are recent findings that face matching while attending internal features is strongly modulated by orientation and by viewpoint, but hardly for attending the external features of the same faces (Meinhardt-Injac et al., 2009 ). These results indicate that selectively attending either the outer or the inner face parts of whole and intact faces leads to different amounts of configural dependency in the observers' judgements, which is not captured by a purely holistic account of face perception.
In the experimental paradigm of Meinhardt-Injac and colleagues subjects had to match two consecutive natural and intact faces by paying attention to either the external (task A) or the internal features (task B). While doing so, the features which were not to be attended changed either congruent or incongruent with the attended features, hence forming either supporting or conflicting context information for the judgement that had to be based just on the attended features. The performance modulation caused by these two context conditions is a good indicator in how far a subject's judgements are grounded on the attended face parts, or are influenced by the whole face. Therefore, it is straightforward for the question at hand to study the contextual influence when attending both types of features across the temporal continuum ranging from brief timings, where matching performance is close to chance, up to relaxed timings, where performance has settled to its maximum level. Additionally measuring the effects of face inversion will help to provide good information grounds for judging the degree of interdependence of attended and unattended face parts across the time continuum. This will help to evaluate the two theories in question with respect to their validity and usefulness for understanding the underlying mechanisms of face perception.
For judging the time scales of face matching based on each type of facial features it is essential to verify that indeed face matching is done, with either the internal or the external features of the face stimuli being focused. In order to provide this, subjects should judge full and intact faces rather than isolated sets of features. However, since the time courses obtained for face matching with both feature types can be expected to reflect either facilitative or inhibitory contextual influence the temporal effects of contextual modulation are confounded with the speed of feedforward processing. Hence, as a control, measurements for each type of facial features within the natural face context should be supplemented with measurements where the modulating face context is absent. Comparison of both should enable conclusions about the processing speeds for external and internal features, as well as the nature of contextual interaction in face matching.
Methods

Experimental outline
Two experiments were executed with two stimulus variants of face stimuli. In Exp. I subjects judged full and intact face stimuli. In Exp. II full faces were combined with isolated sets of internal and external features. In both experiments a same/different task was used, instructing the subjects to compare two subsequent face stimuli, and to decide whether both were same or different with respect to the class of facial features to be attended. For each experiment there were two instructions (tasks), requiring the observers to focus either the sets of the internal or the external features of the facial stimuli. Further, we varied degree of congruency, stimulus orientation, and exposure duration as within subjects factors.
Task
In task A (''match-internal") subjects were instructed to judge two face stimuli as ''same" when their internal features were same, and as ''different" otherwise. In task B (''match-external") they were required to match faces according to their external features, judging them as ''same" when they agreed in external features, and as ''different" otherwise. Different subjects participated in both tasks.
Context congruency
In each experiment and task two different facial contexts were used. In Exp. I subjects saw faces in congruent contexts (CC), where the two face stimuli of a trial were either completely identical (same-trial) or completely different (different-trial). Further, they saw face stimuli in incongruent contexts (IC), where the two faces were same in the feature class to be attended, and different in the feature class not to be attended (same-trial), or different in the feature class to be attended and same in feature class not to be attended (different-trial). Thus, in the stimulus arrangements of Exp. I, the unattended feature set could change congruently (CC), or incongruently (IC) with the attended feature set, thus providing either congruent (CC) or incongruent (IC) contextual information (see Fig. 1a and b) . In Exp. II subjects saw full faces in congruent contexts (CC) as in Exp. I, but the IC condition was replaced by a condition which provided no context information apt to interfere with the correct decision (no context, NC). Instead of the IC condition full faces were paired with either isolated internal features, or isolated external features. Hence, in Exp. II subjects were exposed to congruent (CC) but not to any incongruent facial context information while focusing the face regions of interest (see Fig. 1a , c, and d). To realize the three different context conditions for same and different response categories eight trial types were defined. Trial type definition and assignment to Exp. I and II is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Orientation
Facial stimuli were presented upright, in their natural orientation, or both stimuli of a sequence were inverted (180°rotation).
Duration
Six exposure durations, D = {50, 133, 217, 333, 433, 633} ms, were used in order to span a wide range of presentation times, ranging from brief timings, precluding saccades and serial scan, up to relaxed timings allowing detailed image scrutiny.
Design
With these factors a 2 (Task) Â 2 (Congruency) Â 2 (Orientation) Â 6 (Duration) factorial design results with 48 conditions for each of the two experiments. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , each experiment in each task comprised four trial types. Each trial type was repeated 16 times, but never with the same pairing of stimuli (see Subsection 2.2). Since the 4 trial types of each task realize 2 congruence conditions in same-trials and different-trials, a subject had to go through 4 (Trial Type) Â 2 (Orientation) Â 6 (Duration) Â 16 (Replication) = 768 trials in each of the four experimental units (blocks of 2 (Exp) Â 2 (Task)). These were shuffled and assigned to a randomly ordered measurement list. The list was then subdivided into three blocks with 256 trials, each lasting about 12 min. The three blocks were administered to each subject at the same day, with intermediate pauses.
Stimuli
Photographs of four male face models were used as templates for stimulus construction. These were full-color 3/4 view photographs of the left face side captured in a photo studio under controled lighting conditions, and using the same background for all photographs.
2 None of the models was wearing glasses, jewelry or had a beard. Haircut and overall type appearance was chosen to be rather similar (see Fig. 2 ). The original images were manipulated with Adobe Photoshop in order to construct sample stimuli with defined combinations of internal and external features. Internal features were cut out with comparable tracing lines and placed on the second (template) face, based on the position of the internal features. As a scheme for stimulus construction, we used a 4 Â 4 facial feature matrix with line index referring to internal features and column index referring to external features, such that an entry F ij denotes a face with internal features of face i and external features of face j. This matrix allows us to form 24 different ''same-internal" pairwise combinations, 24 possible different ''same-external" pairwise combinations, 120 ways of forming ''totally different" pairs and 16 ways to build ''identical" faces. Hence, with 16 replications of trial types, choosing only 4 similar face models enables us to select pairwise combinations of face stimuli in all conditions of the design without repetition of the same stimulus pair.
Performance measures
The experiments aimed at determining the proportion of correct judgements as a function of exposure duration. In order to obtain proportion correct rates free of a possible response bias, they were calculated from correct ''Same" and correct ''Different" judgements. Since each trial type was realized in 16 replications, each proportion correct datum rests on n = 32 trials.
Subjects
In Exp. I 23 subjects participated in task A and 25 in task B. In Exp. II 21 subjects joined in both tasks. The subjects were undergraduate students, approximately 20% were male and 80% female in the four samples. All subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision. The subjects had no former psychophysical experience, were paid and not informed about the purpose of the experiment. Each subject participated in only one of both tasks, and only in one experiment.
Apparatus
The experiment was executed with Inquisit 2.0 runtime units. Patterns were displayed on NEC Spectra View 2090 TFT displays in 1280 Â 1024 resolution at a refresh rate of 60 Hz. Screen mean luminance L 0 was 75 cd/m 2 at a michelson contrast of ( , measured with a Cambridge Research Systems ColorCAL colorimeter). No gamma correction was used. The room was darkened so that the ambient illumination approximately matched the illumination on the screen to a fair degree. Patterns were viewed binocularly at a distance of 70 cm. Stimulus patterns and masks subtended 300 Â 400 pixels (width Â height), which corresponds to 12 Â 15 cm of the screen, or 9.65°Â 12°measured in degree of visual angle at 70 cm viewing distance. Subjects used a distance marker but no chin rest. They gave responses on an external numeric key-pad, and wore light headphones for acoustical feedback.
Procedure
A same/different forced choice task was used. In task A subjects were instructed to indicate whether the two faces shown in a trial were same with respect to internal features, and in task B whether they agreed in external features. The temporal order of events in a trial sequence was: fixation mark (300 ms)-blank (100 ms)-1st stimulus frame (Duration)-mask (350 ms)-blank (200 ms)-2nd stimulus frame (Duration)-mask (350 ms)-blank frame until response. Masking of the stimulus frames was done with spatial noise patterns with a grain resolution of three pixels. The presentation positions of each of the two face images were shifted by 20 pixels away from the center in random direction in order to preclude focusing the same image parts. Face images were presented In the congruent context condition (CC) the two faces paired in a trial could either be identical (trial type T1), or completely different (trial type T2). In incongruent contexts (IC) the faces were same in internal features but different in external features (T3), or vice versa (T4). In the no context condition for internal (NC i ) and external (NC e ) feature matching, face pairs agreed (T5) or disagreed (T6) in internal features, or external features (T7 and T8), respectively, while facial feature context in the feature class not to be attended was omitted in one of the two face stimuli. Exp. I comprised trial types T1-T4 in both tasks. For Exp. II trial types T1, T2, T5 and T6 were used in task A and trial types T1, T2, T7 and T8 in task B. Faces were shown in 3/4 view, and, the face images of a trial sequence were leftward and rightward mirrored examples in order to preclude pixel matching strategies. 2 We employed 3/4 view photographs in left and right side perspective, the latter obtained by mirroring the original left face side photographs. Employing both perspectives of the canonical 3/4 view has the advantage that pixel region matching strategies for comparing the two faces cannot be employed, and the observer is left to rely on a true comparison of facial features. The 3/4 view has further advantages, e.g. being better identified and generalized to other views than frontal or profile view (for a review see Liu & Chaudhuri, 2002) . Note further that the same set of models was used in Meinhardt-Injac et al. (2009) to study orientation and viewpoint dependency. Here, the same stimulus set is investigated with the focus on the effects of exposure duration and contextual interaction.
in a frame with cropped corners that covered non-facial picture features. Combined with the random position jitter this precluded that parts of the neck could be used as face identity cues. Acoustical trial by trial feedback about correctness was provided by a brief tone signal. Proper duration parameters for the six durations were found in pilot measurements which were executed prior to the main experiments. Further, each subject was made familiar with the task by going through 8 min of randomly selected probe trials in order to ensure that the instruction was understood and could be put into practice.
Results
Proportion correct as a function of exposure duration
The Figs. 3 and 4 show proportion correct as a function of exposure duration for all experimental conditions, obtained in Exp. I (Fig. 3) and Exp. II (Fig. 4) . Data points indicate between subjects means, shown with their 95% confidence intervals. The proportion correct data were fitted with psychometric curves of exponential form
having b as the amplitude parameter, a as the scale parameter controling steepness, and t 0 as the location parameter. Parameters were estimated with a least squares criterion using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Press, Teukolsky, Flamery, & Vetterling, 1996) . For all conditions the model fit was very good, with a ratio of explained to total variation larger than 96%. The parameters obtained from this procedure are listed in Table 1 . First inspection of the curves shows that task, degree of congruency and orientation have strong modulating effects, affecting steepness and the saturation level of performance. Congruent contexts lead to rapidly rising performance settling at high levels above 90% correct in both experiments (see left panels of Figs. 3 and 4), while incongruent contexts (see right panel in Fig. 3 ) and lacking contexts (see right panel in Fig. 4 ) generally lead to lower saturation levels and a more gradual performance increase with time. The curves obtained in Exp. II are more flat, but this owes to the fact that performance reaches reasonable levels already for the shortest exposure duration, while in Exp. I performance is worse at the briefest timing. Conflicting and lacking contexts (see right panel in Fig. 4 ) lead to impairment in both aspects of the data, particularly for matching of internal features. Generally, psychometric curves enable to determine the exposure durations that are necessary to reach a constant level of performance in each experimental condition. Most convenient are 0.75 proportion correct thresholds. Since in our data the saturation levels differ among conditions, absolute performance thresholds should be interpreted with care, and must be supplemented by comparisons of performance levels reached in the different experimental conditions (see Subsection 3.3) in order to judge the effects of context and inversion. 
Temporal duration thresholds
Model (1) describes the proportion correct data fairly well, and is apt to extrapolate 75% correctness thresholds, defined as the durations which correspond to a rate of correct responses of 0.75. These values may be used as an indicator of how much time is necessary to reach a reasonable matching performance level well above chance, and to compare across conditions. The resulting values are listed in the last column of Table 1 , and are illustrated in Compared to matching internal features there is little modulation of temporal duration thresholds caused by face context and orientation for matching external features in both experiments. With one exception (see Fig. 5 , CC-Up; see also footnote 3) duration thresholds for matching external features agree fairly well among both experiments in the corresponding conditions. Their values indicate that 75% accuracy is already reached within the first 100 ms.
For matching internal features there is strong modulation of temporal duration thresholds caused by face context and orientation. These effects are comparable in both experiments, indicating that both inversion as well as conflicting and lacking contexts, as compared to congruent contexts, lead to strongly increasing processing time demands for reaching the same matching accuracy (see open and filled circles in Fig. 5 ). Timing differences among both feature types are pronounced for incongruent contexts, reflecting that judging internal features needs much more processing time in conditions where only focusing the features to be attended leads to task success. 4 However, with no feature context and upright presentation, matching external and internal features shows no noticeable timing difference (compare solid black lines that in Exp. II performance at brief timings is reasonably good, and much better than in Exp. I, while the curves finally reach corresponding performance levels at longer exposure durations beyond 200 ms in both experiments. The particularly high performance achieved in Exp. II in congruent contexts leads to the extrapolation of a negative 75% threshold for internal feature matching, and to a unreasonably small value for external feature matching. Strictly speaking, the 75% thresholds for both conditions are not meaningful for congruent contexts in Exp. II. 4 Veres-Injac and Schwaninger (2009) also studied face matching by external and internal features, but found no clear differences in error rates and response times. A striking result of the authors is that performance in both measures was already best at 90 ms, and did not improve with further increasing viewing times. Since there was no masking, this may indicate that subjects exploited iconic memory. Therefore, the results are hardly comparable with the present results. Here, monotonically increasing proportion correct functions, starting from chance level at brief timings, indicate that masking is highly effective. Note also that Richler et al. (2009) found time courses for the performance in congruent and incongruent conditions of the composite paradigm that exactly comply with the time courses of face matching obtained here.
in the right panel of Fig. 4 ; see below). This indicates that the timing difference found in incongruent contexts is due to the fact that internal features are stronger modulated by external features than vice versa (see below). The 75% correctness thresholds for matching internal features differ among both experiments, with about 60 ms larger thresholds in Exp. I in congruent contexts and about 100 ms in incongruent/ lacking contexts. Now, since subjects viewed exactly the same stimuli in Exp. I and Exp. II in congruent contexts, these differences must be due to the different certainty conditions of the two experiments, since in Exp. II subjects experienced that contexts were never conflicting with the task (see Section 4).
Taken together, the 75% correctness thresholds yield quite similar results in both experiments for matching external features, and reveal large differences for matching internal features. Since the estimations for the temporal duration thresholds strongly depend on the performance levels achieved at brief timings, it is essential to compare performance levels across conditions in order to get an integrated view of the effects of contexts, inversion, and facial feature type used for face matching. Further, statistical testing cannot be done with the duration thresholds since psychometric curves were calculated for the sample, but not for the individuals.
Performance levels
To analyse the effects of experimental variation the proportion correct data of both experiments were fed into one ANOVA routine with Experiment and Task (i.e feature type to be matched) as grouping factors and Context, Orientation and Duration as repeated measurement factors. As expected, this analysis indicated highly significant effects for all five main factors. Matching performance is generally better in Exp. II than in Exp. I (F 1,86 = 8.41, p = .005), better for matching external features than for matching internal features (F 1,86 = 10.28, p = .002), much better in congruent than in lacking or conflicting contexts (F 1,86 = 321.81, p = 0.000), and also, much better for upright than for inverted stimuli (F 1,86 = 246.70, p = 0.000). In order to reveal how these effects are modulated we took difference measures and, in turn, analysed with ANOVA routines (see below).
Timing of internal and external features without contextual influence
As stated in the foregoing section the timing difference of matching external features and matching internal features is not large for upright presentation when no facial context features are present (Exp. II, see Table 1 and black solid curves in the right panel of Fig. 4) . Within the ANOVA routine we tested for an overall performance difference for matching external and internal features in lacking contexts in order to evaluate whether the corresponding curves shown in the right panel of Fig. 4 are different. Planned comparisons indicate no significant difference for upright presentation (F 1,86 = 0.70, p = 0.405), but a strongly significant difference for inverted presentation (F 1,86 = 7.10, p = 0.009).
The face inversion effect (FIE)
The effect of face inversion is obtained by subtracting the performance levels measured for inverted stimuli from the levels measured for upright stimuli (compare the corresponding curves shown in Figs. 3 and 4) . We evaluated inversion effects on the level of individual performance, and analysed the difference measure Dp = p up À p inv with ANOVA routines. Fig. 6a shows the mean differences for both experiments and all experimental conditions as a function of exposure duration. As a striking and canonical effect, these curves reflect a decaying course, starting from high values at 50 ms duration and saturating to practically constant and condition-specific levels at the last four durations. This motivated us to analyse the difference data aggregated for the first two exposure durations (''brief": 50 ms and 133 ms) and the last four durations (''long": 217 ms, 333 ms, 433 ms, 633 ms). The mean difference data and their confidence intervals are shown in Fig. 6b . The data for the ''brief" durations indicate strong, but relatively unspecific inversion effects, which exist irrespective of context, feature type, and experiment. 5 This is substantiated by ANOVA results for the brief timing FIE data, which show no main effects for experiment (F 1,86 = 1.42, p = 0.237), task (F 1,86 = 2.57, p = 0.112), and context (F 1,86 = 2.32, p = 0.131). However, there were interactions of context and task (F 1,86 = 7.31, p = 0.008) and context, experiment and task (F 1,86 = 18.01, p = 0.000). A more unique scheme of interactions is found at the longer exposure durations. Here, the FIE is constant across durations (F 3,258 = 1.23, p = 0.300), but there is modulation of the FIE across experimental conditions (see Fig. 6b ). As a strong (but single) main effect, the FIE is stronger for matching internal than for matching external features (F 1,86 = 29.12, p = 0.000). The degree of context congruency per se does not modulate the FIE (F 1,86 = 0.20, p = 0.657), but it is effective in combination with the features to be attended (F 1,86 = 12.91, p = 0.000): Matching faces by internal features produces a strong FIE of approximately the same size in congruent (CC), as well as incongruent (IC) and lacking (NC) contexts (see 3rd and right panel of Fig. 6b ), but there is no FIE for matching by external features in conflicting and lacking contexts, and just a small one in congruent contexts. This scheme of results 5 The small FIE obtained for face matching by internal features in incongruent contexts in Exp. 1 is due to a floor effect in the proportion correct data for 50 ms duration (see right upper panel of Fig. 3 ).
is more pronounced in Exp. 1 than in Exp. 2, where the FIE fails to be modulated by task in congruent contexts, as indicated by a significant interaction of experiment, context, and task (F 1,86 = 5.28, p = 0.024). 6 No other interactions were significant.
The effects of facial context congruency
Also the effects of context were analysed by calculating within subject difference measures for the two factor levels, i.e. Dp = p cc À p ic for Exp. I and Dp = p cc À p nc for Exp. II., and using AN-OVA routines. Since the mean differences as a function of exposure duration reflected (slowly) decaying courses for both experiments, we analysed the data in exactly the same manner as the FIE data, and separately for brief and longer timings. The results are shown in Fig. 7 . Context effects are generally strong, and, as a unique result, they are modulated by the kind of features to be attended: Context effects for matching internal features are significantly larger than for matching external features (brief: F 1,86 = 78.16, p = 0.000; long: F 1,86 = 27.70, p = 0.000). No other main factor modulates the context effect, neither experiment (brief: F 1,86 = 0.47, p = 0.494; long: F 1,86 = 0.01, p = 0.934), nor orientation (brief: F 1,86 = 2.32, p = 0.131; long: F 1,86 = 0.20, p = 0.657). This is obvious in the data shown in Fig. 7 : The results pattern of large context effects for matching internal features and smaller ones for matching external features is, in principle, the same an all four data panels, but is more pronounced for upright presentation in Exp. I, as indicated by significant orientation Â experiment Â task interactions (brief: F 1,86 = 18.01, p = 0.000; long: F 1,86 = 5.28, p = 0.024). At brief timings there was also a significant experiment Â task interaction (F 1,86 = 17.70, p = 0.000), indicating a larger context effect for internal feature matching and a smaller context effect for external feature matching in Exp. I compared to Exp. II. No further interactions were significant.
Although much smaller in size, the context effect for external feature matching is still significant: Agglomerated over orientation and experiment, 0 lies outside the means' confidence limits for brief (F 1,183 = 27.91, p = 0.000) and long exposure durations (F 1,367 = 16.45, p = 0.000).
Differences between both experiments
In order to compare the performance levels achieved in both experiments we subtracted the corresponding mean proportion correct rates of Exp. I from the mean proportion correct rates of Exp. II (i.e. we subtracted the data shown in Fig. 3 from the data shown in Fig. 4) . Since the resulting differences of the means showed strongly declining courses when plotted as a function of exposure duration, we again analysed agglomerated for brief and long durations. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . The analysis reveals that there are major differences among the performance levels achieved in the two experiments only for brief timings, but not for longer exposure durations where performance has already settled to constant levels. For brief timings these differences are pronounced, and independent of face orientation. There, matching in congruent contexts is much better in Exp. II for internal (F 1,86 = 25.78, p = 0.000) and external (F 1,90 = 7.49, p = 0.007) features.
7 Further, at brief timings there is a large performance advantage in Exp. II compared to Exp. I in the IC,NC condition for matching internal features (F 1,86 = 40.82, p = 0.000), but none for matching external features (F 1,90 = 0.11, p = 0.740), indicating that matching in incongruent contexts is much worse than in lacking contexts when internal features are to be compared, while comparison of external features is not affected by incongruent contexts. At longer exposure durations the deteriorating effect of incongruent contexts on matching internal features almost vanishes completely: The advantage of lacking contexts relative to incongruent contexts for matching internal features shrinks from 17.3% (upright, F 1,86 = 58.66, p = 0.000), respectively 10.5% (inverted, F 1,86 = 25.21, p = 0.000) at brief timings to 4.7% (upright, F 1,174 = 11.38, p = 0.001), respectively 2.0% (inverted, F 1,174 = 1.68, p = 0.196).
Discussion
In two experiments we measured face matching accuracy as a function of exposure duration, and determined how performance is modulated by image inversion, facial context, and the types of features to be attended. The results generally show that external features are matched fast, and, with reasonable accuracy, within the first 100 ms of processing even for inverted stimuli and non- congruent contexts, while matching internal features is slower, and much stronger affected by image inversion and varying facial contexts. Comparing performance for external and internal features with no facial context and in upright presentation indicates that both feature types are processed at an equal speed, suggesting that the temporal differences particularly found for incongruent contexts merely reflect the generally stronger robustness of external features against varying contexts and inversion. Before we discuss these effects in detail and suggest what they reveal about the mechanisms involved in the stream of face processing we may briefly look at the differences among the two experiments.
The two experiments
It is important to note that Exp. I and Exp. II have very different certainty conditions for the observers, which influence global strategy selection. In Exp. I conflicting and congruent contexts occur, which dispose the observers to focus the task relevant features, and to ignore the context as much as possible. In Exp. II subjects can use a wider focus, since the embedding context never interferes with the correct decision, and, in half of the trials, it is helpful.
8 A wider focus strengthens the effects of holistic processing, promoting a stronger influence of unattended features. Now, comparing the results of both experiments (see Fig. 8 ) shows that performance is better in Exp. II only at brief timings. With longer exposure durations the advantage vanishes, and performance settles at practically the same levels in both experiments. 9 Differential effect of experiment, context and inversion for brief and long exposure durations point to a change of the predominant processing modes with time. At brief timings, where face representations are at low resolution levels, holistic processing modes are dominant. Later, when they are refined to include fine details and their spatial relations, detailed scrutiny and feature specific processing modes are enabled. Hence, we propose that face processing proceeds from global to local, or coarse to fine (Navon, 1977; Sanocki, 1993; Sugase, Yamane, Ueno, & Kawano, 1999) , promoting the assumption of a ''microgenetic" development of holistic face representations in the course of time (Sergent, 1986 ; see Section 1). However, this assumption must be supplemented by guided feature selective access and suppression of irrelevant context information at longer timings in order to be compatible with our data. That is, we view the temporal evolution of facial representations as a process proceeding from coarse to fine on the resolution axis, and from holistic and automatic to analytic and more voluntarily guided modes on the control axis (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1993 . Evidence for this view is supplied by the differential effects of context and inversion at brief and longer exposure durations.
Effects of facial feature context at longer exposure durations
At longer viewing times beyond 200 ms performance saturates at high levels, indicating that visual face representations are well developed and contain all the information necessary for an accurate match of the type of features to be attended according to the demands of the task. The finding that, with just one exception, performance has settled at practically the same levels in both experiments at longer exposure durations indicates that different preadjustments of the subjects are no longer effective, and become superseded by other strategies. This is particularly true for the CC condition, which is identical in both experiments. However equal performance in both experiments for the IC/NC condition means that there is no inhibitory effect of incongruent contexts. This is found for external features, and for inverted internal features. Only for upright internal features an advantage of lacking compared to incongruent contexts of just under 5% remains, from a former advantage of more than 15% at brief timings. For inverted internal features the reduction of the inhibitory influence of incongruent contexts from brief to longer timings is of comparable amount (Fig. 8) . The dramatic reduction of the large inhibitory effect of incongruent contexts at brief timings (see 2nd panel of Fig. 8) to just a small influence at longer exposure durations shows that observers are able to regulate contextual influences when there is sufficient time. For external features, subjects are able to mostly ignore incongruent contexts. This finding has direct implications for the interpretation of the context effects. Essentially, the context effects at longer exposure durations (see Fig. 7 , right panels) reflect performance modulation due to presence or absence of facilitating congruent facial feature contexts rather than due to inhibitory influence of incongruent facial feature contexts, thus being true ''congruence effects". They are equivalent in both experiments, and asymmetric with respect to the type of features to be attended: strong for matching internal features, and much smaller (but exist) for matching external features (see Fig. 7 , right panels). Apparently, at relaxed timings subjects are able to exploit congruent contexts in the same way in both experiments, indicating the same benefit from holistic processing strategies. Further, and particularly in Exp. I, they are also able to benefit from analytic, or ''piecemeal" processing strategies by successfully ignoring feature context that interferes with following the feature specific instruction of the task.
The finding that matching internal features is better in a fitting facial contexts is also known from the ''part-whole recognition effect" (Tanaka & Farah, 1993; Tanaka & Sengco, 1997) , demonstrating that single internal features (''Larry's nose") are matched better in facial context than in isolation. Also the presidential illusion (Sinha & Poggio, 1996) shows that external features strongly modulate recognition of internal features. The scheme of context effects obtained here reflects that the outer facial features strongly influence perception of the inner part of a face (as in the presidential illusion), while the inner facial features only marginally affect perceptual judgements about the outer face parts.
Effects of facial feature context at brief exposure durations
At brief viewing times performance in Exp. II is much better than in Exp. I, particularly for matching internal features. For congruent contexts (see Fig. 8 , left panel) the advantage in Exp. II is at comparable levels for matching internal and external features. For incongruent/lacking contexts (see Fig. 8, 2nd panel from the left) we find strongly better performance with internal features in Exp. II (lacking contexts) than in Exp. I (incongruent contexts), and equivalent performance in both experiments with external features, indicating inhibition of internal features by incongruent external features, but no inhibition of external features by incongruent internal features. This is a strong feature asymmetry in contextual modulation at brief timings. So, the much stronger effects of context congruency at brief timings in Exp. I (see left panel of Fig. 7 ) owe to the fact that there is inhibitory influence of non-congruent contexts. However, since also the effects of context congruency are stronger in Exp. II at brief compared to longer timings, true congruence effects are larger there, indicating a generally stronger global influence in face processing with scarce temporal resources. This scheme of results is explained by assuming that 8 Since there was trial by trial feedback about correctness subjects may have immediately recognised that it is not necessary to exclusively focus the feature classes to be attended in order to be successful in the tasks of Exp. II. On the other hand, the subjects that joined in Exp. I may have learnt soon that strictly complying with the feature specific instruction as much as possible is the best way to good matching performance. 9 As one exception, matching internal features in lacking contexts maintains a performance advantage compared to incongruent contexts at longer exposure durations. This is discussed below. The overall picture, however, remains clear.
holistic processing modes start from the very beginning, and dominate feature specific processing particularly at brief timings where detailed feature information is not yet available. Note that performance is not good at brief timings when only the set of internal features is the relevant clue for a correct judgement (NC and IC, see Figs. 3 and 4) . With just a rudimentary percept of the inner face details and their spatial relations, observers' judgements will be based on general clues such as face outline, shape information from color and shading, and matching of salient isolated face parts glued together into a rudimentary face composite. Dominant holistic processing modes at brief timings are supported by the finding that the proportion correct curves for internal and external feature matching take the same courses in both experiments for congruent contexts. This indicates that processing is not very feature type specific in the early part of the response, but relies on a rudimentary and global representation. Since the subjects of Exp. II are more tuned to using a global scope, they perform better in congruent contexts.
If global facial information dominates the representation at brief timings and detailed information about internal features has not yet established, global shape and face outline naturally have more weight in the early face representation, and should strongly deteriorate internal feature matching when forming incongruent contexts. This is observed at the strong advantage of Exp. II compared to Exp. I for matching internal features (see Fig. 8, 2nd panel from the left). Vice versa, incongruent internal features should fail to affect matching of external features, since representations of internal features have not yet established at viable resolution levels. This is also observed (see lacking advantage of Exp. II relative to Exp. I at brief timings for external feature matching in Fig. 8, 2nd panel from the left). Hence, at brief timings, the dominance of global and holistic processing modes, together with poorly developed internal feature resolution levels, explains the observed scheme of contextual modulation.
The context effects obtained at brief and long timings in both experiments show that particularly matching of internal features benefits from congruent face contexts. Since, generally, a strong contextual modulation effect in face perception tasks is taken to indicate holistic processing (Goffaux & Rossion, 2006; Goffaux, 2009; Richler, Tanaka, Brown, & Gauthier, 2008) , this finding indicates that internal features are processed with dominant holistic processing modes in the early and the late part of the visual response.
Face inversion effects at brief and longer exposure durations
We found a pronounced face inversion effect (FIE), which is commonly taken to indicate that configural processing modes are seriously hampered with inverted faces, while upright faces are seen as wholes with an innate structure (see Section 1). The FIE is different for brief and longer exposure durations. At brief timings the FIE is strong and independent of the nature of features that are monitored (see Fig. 6 ). At longer exposure durations the FIE is generally weaker, but resides for internal features, while the FIE for external features fades.
The differential results for the FIE with timing and feature type indicate that the FIE at brief and longer exposure durations has different origins. External features per se do hardly transmit configural cues. Their content of 1st order and 2nd order configural relations (Maurer et al., 2002) is poor, and the two most prominent demonstrations of the FIE, namely the Thatcher illusion (Bartlett & Searcy, 1993; Thompson, 1980) and the composite effect (Young et al., 1987; Carey & Diamond, 1994; Hole, 1994) rely on the presence of internal features.
In the debate about the implications of the FIE there are claims that the face inversion effect is, for the most part, a by product of orientation dependent expertise, since also other objects with a ''natural" orientation (and well-defined 1st order component structure, e.g. dogs, houses) produce a FIE, and subjects seemingly analyse the same regions of upright and inverted faces in face discrimination tasks, but with a reduced efficiency for inverted stimuli (Sekuler, Gaspar, Gold, & Bennett, 2004) . This notion is highly controversial, but since also isolated face parts were found to yield a FIE (Rakover & Teucher, 1997) it is clear that disruption of configural information is not the only possible cause for the FIE (Barton et al., 2001; Curby & Gauthier, 2009) . Hence, configural information processing modes imply a FIE, but, not (necessarily) vice versa.
10 Now, at brief timings, the observer has no resources to compensate for the advantage of orientation dependent expertise. Therefore, the performance advantage with upright faces due to viewing experience should be larger at brief than at relaxed timings.
On the other hand, a larger account of non-configurational factors at brief timings is presumably not the only reason for the strong FIE found there. While it is clear that a rudimentary face composite with poorly resolved feature representations does not allow to extract detailed information about spatial relations, this does not mean that it lacks relevant configural cues. In recent studies Goffaux and colleagues (Goffaux & Rossion, 2006; Goffaux, 2008 Goffaux, , 2009 Goffaux et al., 2005) studied whether spatial frequency filtering of face images differentially affects detection of either configural (e.g. manipulations of interocular distance and of eye height) or featural changes (e.g. replacement of eye or mouth region). Albeit performance was always best with full-spectrum face-images, subjects were better in detecting featural changes with high-pass filtered images than with low-pass filtered images, while configural changes were detected better with low-pass filtered images than with high-pass filtered images. Low frequency information is processed faster than high frequency information, and goes along with image analysis more in the periphery, while high frequency information is processed slower, and serves to support fine detail analysis in the center of the visual field (Roufs, 1972; Roufs & Blommaert, 1981; Schyns & Olivia, 1994 ; see also distinction of X-and Y-cell paths in Enroth-Cugell & Robson (1966 ) & Victor & Shapley (1979 ). Therefore coarse and global scale information may be especially important for rapid face recognition (Goffaux et al., 2005) . The finding that configural change detection is possible with low-pass filtered images shows that global shape and low resolution face representations do convey relational information about basic facial features, even though they allow for just moderate performance levels.
11 Therefore, it is likely 10 But note that this implies that if a FIE is not observed, processing cannot be holistical, or driven by any other mode that rests on configural information. 11 There is a running debate about the methodological basis of Goffaux's and colleagues' findings. Gauthier and colleagues (Cheung et al., 2008) criticise that Goffaux and Rossion (2006) base their conclusion on the composite effect and the part-whole summation effect, which were more pronounced for low-pass filtered images, just on the hit rate, and missed to use a bias free measure. Re-measuring the composite effect indeed showed a large response bias for the ''same" response category particularly with low-pass filtered images. With a d 0 measure the composite effect was practically equal for low-pass and high-pass filtered images. Gauthier and colleagues therefore question the conclusion of Goffaux and Rossion (2006) that holistic processing of faces is primarily supported by low spatial frequency information. Notwithstanding possible methodological problems with showing a low spatial frequency advantage for configural information transmission, the fact that subjects are able to do the configural change detection task with low-pass filtered images is sufficient to show that global shape and low resolution feature face images contain relevant configural cues. However, the overall performance level achieved with loss-pass filtered images prevents us from concluding that low spatial frequencies are the major carrier of configural face information. In all experimental paradigms used by Goffaux and colleagues performance in configural judgements was in the range of 70-80% correct (both response categories), despite plenty of viewing time (multiples of the largest exposure durations used in our experiments). Bias-free proportion correct performance was always much better with full-spectrum images. This shows that the low spatial frequency scales indeed transmit relational information, but must be supplemented by further sources to bolster stable configural judgements.
that a loss of basic configural information with inverted images is a further, maybe even a more influential source of the inversion effect observed at brief timings. The fact that the FIE is feature unspecific supports that the early facial representation is ''a global whole" at low resolution levels. At more relaxed timings the FIE is feature specific, and is found for internal features only. Together with the finding of a strong congruence effect for internal features (see Fig. 7 ) this indicates that both spatial relations within the set of internal features and from internal features to external features are affected by inversion, which means that the whole face with its innate structure is used for comparison. On the other hand, a lacking FIE and a moderate contextual effect of the inner on the outer face parts indicates that external features-itself poor in configural content -can be selectively attended, and, not the whole face enters when external features are to be matched at sufficient viewing times. Hence, the differential effects of context and inversion with feature type show that, at sufficient viewing times allowing for good performance levels, the subjects are able to control the nature of information which enters in comparison, putting more weight featural information when comparing external features, while configural cues are enhanced when internal features are the focus (Meinhardt-Injac et al., 2009) . At brief timings, however, the global FIE indicates that processing is generally holistic, letting observers rely on just a global and low resolution face description lacking the option of feature type selective access.
Changes of face processing modes with time
We have found evidence that changes of context effects and the FIE with viewing time support that face perception proceeds from global to local on the resolution axis, and from holistic and automatic to more voluntarily guided modes enabling feature selective access on the control axis. Apparently, at larger viewing times holistic processing modes (internal features) and analytical modes allowing for feature selective access (external features) coexist, and can be actively chosen, while, at brief timings, holistic processing modes are dominant. Since absolute performance levels as well as between condition effects have stabilized for exposure durations beyond 200 ms, changes in resolution level and control are expected to occur within the time interval between 140 ms and 200 ms.
12 This time band is known to be critical for the microgenesis of face perception. Sugase et al. (1999) recorded from face sensitive cells of the macaque inferior temporal cortex, which is known to contain neurons responding facial stimulus and expression particularly in the interval of 100-200 ms after presentation (Tovee, Rolls, Treves, & Bellis, 1993) . They found that global information, categorizing stimuli as monkey faces, human faces or shapes, was contained in the earliest part of the responses, rising rapidly, peaking at 117 ms and falling off to sustained levels before 200 ms have passed. Fine information about face identity or expression was found to be coded in the responses of neurons firing with a latency of about 51 ms after the onset of global information transfer, peaking at 165 ms. Corresponding to these results, Grill-Spector and Kanwisher (2005) led subjects detect, categorize, and identify objects from briefly presented images, and determined performance thresholds from psychometric curves. They found that when subjects were able to correctly indicate that there was an object contained in an image, they could also indicate its basic level (e.g. a dog, car or flower). Correctly indicating the subordinate level (e.g. porsche, shepherd dog, rose) at the same level of correctness took about 50 ms longer. Most important, the corrected 50% performance thresholds for detection and categorization were found to be at about 50 ms, which indicates that object categorization is rapid, while focal feature extraction allowing to distinguish among class members required about double the time. These results are direct support for the global to local continuum, and correspond to our findings. Further, there are findings that early unspecific and global information serves to guide subsequent modes of analysis by coding general stimulus aspects that are crucial for their further handling. Perrett (1992, 1996) found that face rotation and head movement direction are coded in the earliest part of the neural response, enabling proper channeling of subsequent routines. Such a system of early neural tags could guide selection of holistic or featural modes of processing in the later part of the response, dependent on whether the stimulus is upright or inverted, fractional or complete, or composed of wholly congruent or just partly congruent faces. The very different time courses for congruent contexts on the one hand and incongruent/ lacking contexts on the other hand found in this study (see Figs. 3 and 4) indicates that such a system could be effective. Early coding whether two face images generally agree, disagree, or somehow partially agree would be a mechanism capable of explaining why performance rises fast and is feature unspecific in congruent contexts, and is slower with feature specific time courses in incongruent or lacking face contexts.
In the discussion of the FIE we stated that the differential effects of inversion for both types of features corroborates that processing is switched to analytical modes when monitoring external features while holistic processing modes remain active when internal features are focused. However, in view of the strong influence of context (it is the strongest main effect found in this study, see Section 3) holistic processing in congruent contexts compared to lacking or incongruent contexts can hardly be the same modes. If early global tags are effective to signal which modes of processing are most effective, a mode enabling detailed scrutiny should be preselected for matching of internal features in incongruent or lacking contexts, while a more global mode is sufficient if early tags signal a likely complete match or mismatch of face pairs. 13 Hence, in lacking or incongruent contexts the observers are expected to particularly attend the inner face parts and to engage in detailed and piecemeal comparison for internal feature matching, which requires resources, and, therefore, time (see the striking difference of the time courses for congruent contexts and incongruent and lacking contexts in Figs. 3 and 4) . The fact that the performance levels with no contexts and with incongruent contexts differ just marginally shows that the subjects are quite successful in suppressing conflicting outer facial contexts when inspecting the inner face parts, provided they have enough time. However, even with a more local focus the spatial relations within the set of internal features enter in the analysis and strongly determine its results, leading to a strong inversion effect, while, with external features, a more or less isolated access of features is possible.
Revisiting the claim of Carbon and Leder (2005) that featural information precedes configural information we do not find any support for a featural mode of processing at brief timings. The large effects of inversion and context at brief timings are counter-indicative of a purely feature driven early visual response. The large 12 Since the pattern of results reported for brief timings is also found at the single duration of 133 ms for almost all effects reported, the critical lower duration limit may be somewhat larger.
13 Such a preselection of processing modes is suggested in Ahissar's and Hochstein's reverse hierarchy theory (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1993 . Detailed scrutiny with a narrow spatial focus is selected only if necessary, and enforced by high task difficulty. As a result, distal areas of the visual system with feature specific processing are involved. The narrow focus leads to just local training effects and lack of transfer to other locations and stimulus attributes. With easy tasks less stimulus specific higher level central areas stay involved, and learning transfer across locations and attributes is high. Since in our experiments there was trial by trial feedback which immediately informed the observers about their effectiveness of strategies, selection of global modes for totally matching/mismatching pairs and selection of local modes for partially matching pairs could easily be learnt in the course of the experiment. feature unspecific FIE and the nature of context effects indicate that the early, rudimentary face representation is treated as a whole, precluding most of a feature type selective access. Nevertheless, the source of the large and feature unspecific FIE at brief timings should be further explored, and it should be clarified in how far configuration independent factors can account for this effect. Hence, with regard to the early part of the face specific visual response we arrive at the conclusion that processing is holistic, but at low feature resolution levels. Later, more detailed representations particularly of internal features establish, and more flexible and task related modes of processing are enabled. The findings that the contextual influence of internal features on external features is small and no inversion effects are observed for external features at longer exposure durations clearly indicate that, at sufficient viewing times, not the whole face is the unit of analysis, but a part based or feature selective access is effective. Also the differential effect of incongruent external feature contexts on matching internal features at brief and longer viewing times shows that it is possible for the observes to regulate contextual influences of facial features.
The regulation of contextual influence and a more feature selective focus at longer exposure durations may have been supported by the opportunity of learning due to trial by trial feedback about correctness. Richler et al. (2009) recently showed that the congruence effect in the composite face paradigm, i.e. the performance difference of congruent (both parts same or both parts different) and incongruent (one part same and one part different, see Cheung et al., 2008) trials, arises with the first 50 ms of processing and then resides at equal strength over the whole temporal continuum. This let the authors conclude that processing is holistically over the whole continuum of viewing times. Now, our results suggest that they possibly would have found that the congruence effect decreases with increasing viewing times after about 200 ms if they had given their subjects the opportunity to learn and to exploit the nature of the global match/mismatch signal. That is, with trial by trial feedback subject might be able to learn to suppress the incongruent component at longer viewing times, as found here. 14 This would be interesting to see in forthcoming experiments. Further findings in this direction would refine our understanding of the mechanisms involved in holistic face perception, suggesting that there is leeway to include mechanisms of active vision if sufficient temporal resources are available.
